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2021-2022 Price Guide.

stef reynaert photography
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Honest, real moments. If adventure is 
your thing and if it’s super important 
to you that you have amazing photos 
of your day - then you’ve come to 
the right place! 
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Photographer, travel addict 
& basketball enthusiast

I was born and raised near the 
beach in Ostend, Belgium, but 
since 2014 I go back and forth 
between this place called home 
and LA. 

My passion for wedding 
photography comes from a need 
to create, challenge myself, and 
ultimately shoot some 
unbelievable pretty wedding 
photographs and memories. 

Getting to know each couple and 
their unique story is my favorite 
part of the job. And I'm secretly 
super pumped when we all 
become friends! 

I can't wait to meet you and work 
together. I value love and the 
amazing reality that is marriage 
done well, and I am thrilled to be 
a part of the start of the journey 
for every couple I work with! 

- Stef

About Stef -
just a girl with a camera and a love for 
perfect moments



just a girl with a camera and a love for 
perfect moments





Can I tell you something?
I’m a bit of a sucker for real, dirty, 
messy and honest love.

I think real moments are the best ones. So my style is all about 
getting real, honest emotions and natural photos. Of course I’ll 
step in to tweak where you need a little guidance or help, but I do 
my very best to make sure you feel comfortable and can forget 
the camera as much as possible. 
My style is more about getting you interacting with each other, 
rather than a lot of really formal posing. I will passion to capture 
all that your story is. I hope that your eyes catch the spirit of my 
work and that your heart catches the value and meaning 
within the photos.

It’s all about 
authenticity.
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Full Package Wedding 

8h Wedding

10h Wedding 

- Incl. Kennismakingsgesprek
- Full day photography 
- Mini-album 15x15
- Approx. 800 final edited images
- Private online gallery 

€ 1950

- Incl. Kennismakingsgesprek
- 8h photography on your wedding day
- Approx. 500 final edited images
- Private online gallery 

€ 1450

- Incl. Kennismakingsgesprek
- 10h photography on your wedding day 
- Mini-album
- Approx. 600 final edited images
- Private online gallery 

€ 1700

My most popular package! 



Lifestyle shoot

Albums & Prints

Travel & Destinations

You and your love (or litte family) 
adventuring together! For special occasions 
or just to celebrate your lives and the 
season you’re in! Whether for an engage-
ment, pregnancy, or just for the sake of 
freezing a moment of your beautiful life.

- 60 edited images
- 1.5 hour of shooting on location

€ 325

I create beskoke albums and prints 
on an individual basis for couples intere-
sted in professionally designed keepsakes. 
Album designs start at €480.

I LOVE to travel to new beautiful places!
Please contact me directly for a quote 
for international weddings, as these are 
quoted on an individual basis. 

**hint** 
I might give you a sweet deal if you’re 
getting hitched somewhere I’d love to go! 

Prijzen zijn inclusief BTW.



“Being deeply loved by someone gives you strength. 
While loving someone deeply gives your courage.”

- Lao Tzu



FAQ



CAN WE BOOK YOU FOR ONLY A FEW HOURS?

HOW MUCH DO YOU EDIT YOUR PHOTOS?

DO YOU PROVIDE ALBUMS?

DO I HAVE TO USE YOUR STUDIO FOR MY PRINTS?

I create custom packages for many clients, please contact me for more 
information. Your wedding photos will be one of the only visible things 
you have left to remember your day, so I always recommend capturing 
the entire event, instead of just a couple hours. 

Post-processing is the most intensive part of your wedding as I work 
hard to ensure every image meets my artistic standard. Every photo 
has a custom look applied, and is adjusted for things like brightness 
and optimal colors.

Full albums are not included in my packages, however I can 
definitely add one for you after the day is over! Wedding albums are 
an incredible keepsake to commemorate your day and to have a 
hard copy of all the artwork from your amazing day. 

I offer prints and albums through my studio, but the way I see it, 
you’ve invested a lot for your photos, so you should have the freedom 
to do what you want with them for personal use. If you wish to buy 
prints through my studio, I’ll gladly help you with picking out the best 
options in terms of paper, size and quantity. 



DO YOU SHOOT IN COLOUR AND BLACK AND WHITE?

HOW LONG DOES IT TAKE TO EDIT MY PHOTOS?

HOW MANY WEDDINGS DO YOU PHOTOGRAPH?

I’M READY TO BOOK! WHAT NEXT?!

Yes, and YES! The beauty of shooting in Digital format is that I’m able 
to produce all your photos in either colour or black and white! 
When I develop the photos in the studio I select the medium that 
works best for each image. 

I push to have your photographs finished in 4 - 6 weeks. That said 
backlogs in busy summer months can mean a lot of editing, and I 
never want to compromise on quantity in a rush to finish faster, so 
your contract will state it may take 6 - 8 weeks in case circumstances 
arise that prevent me from maintaining that 4 - 6 week estimate. 

I LOVE what I do, and put my heart and sould into every wedding I’m 
lucky enough to photography. Because of the amount of time and 
individual focus I want to put into every wedding, I have to limit the 
number of bookings I take per season to 10 - 15 annually. This way 
every wedding I photograph recieves all the attention and time it 
deserves.

AMAZING! I can’t wait to get to know you and I’m so thrilled you’ve 
chosen me. Contact me through mail and I’ll send you full booking 
information. 





I hope this guide has given you 
enough to give a sense of whether 
I’m the right photographer for you.

Let’s do
this!

I know how big of a deal photos are. They’re the one thing you 
have left of your wedding day to look back and remember all the 
beautiful moments. Because of this, I know how important it is to  
make sure that the photographer you go with is a perfect fit for 
who you are and the day you have planned. 

That being said, before you make your decision, I’d love to get to 
know you guys better and chat over a cup of coffee to hopefully 
answer all the questions you’d have. 

Just drop me an email or call anytime, and we can get the 
conversation started :) 

email: stefreynaert@gmail.com  I  phone: +32 498 372 252
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instagram.com/stefreynaert

thanK yoU!


